Design instructions and guidelines
Stand Up Pouches
1. Dowload the template in the size that you would like to use.
Remember that the artwork on the back needs to be rotated by 180°.
(See picture)
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2. Create or upload your design in a layer named “Artwork”.
3. For metallic, transparent and brown paper pouches add white layer above
the Artwork layer. It should be named „HPI-White“ and given the spot colour
(30,0,0,0). This layer should cover the whole artwork.
Add a third layer over HPI-White and copy any design elements that you want
to be transparent or printed in metallic colours.
More details are in the next page

4. For the highest quality prints, we recommend to use:
Minimum line weight of 0,5 pt.
Minimum font size of 10 pt.
We do not advise placing frames along the edges to avoid irregular cuts
around the perimeter.

5. Convert all your text to outlines.
6. Export your file in PDF format in 1:1 scale.
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If you wish to use selective white in your designs follow the instructions below:
1. Layers > Create New > HPI-White
Create a new layer from the Layers panel above the Artwork layer and name
it “HPI-White”. Name is case sensitive. (See picture)
2. Swatches > Create New > HPI-White
Create a new colour swatch from the Swatches panel and name it “HPIWhite”. Select Spot Colour as the Colour Type and assign the CMYK
percentages 30, 0, 0, 0. (See picture)

3. Add a rectangle covering all of the artwork. It should be in HPI-White
layer and in HPI-White colour swatch. Overprint must be selected for all the
paths in this layer. (See picture)
4. Create a third layer above HPI-White and copy only elements that you
want to be transparent or have metallic colours.
5. Save the PDF, keeping the layers separate.
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